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Abstract 

ANALYTICAL AND NUMERICAL STUDIES OF SAWTOOTH STABILIZATION WITH 
ON AXIS-ICRH ON TORE SUPRA. 

Sawtooth stabilization has recently been achieved widi on-axis ICRH on Tore Supra. 
Analytic and numerical tools have been developed that allow analysis of these data, with the 
emphasis on the energetic-particle contribution. The latter is calculated on the basis of an 
original expression for the hot-ion distribution function, mostly-passing, deduced from 
theoretical and experimental ICRH studies, and compared to the usual mostly-trapped model. 
Both models account for stabilization, but for different reasons: with the mostly-passing 
distribution, stabilization is essentially driven by barely-passing hot-ions. 

1. INTRODUCTION 

Recent experiments with on-axis Ion Cyclotron Resonant Heating (ICRH) on Tore 
Supra [1] have provided new results concerning sawtooth stabilization by the suprathermal 
population produced by ICRH. An analysis is made using the (m=l,n=l) kink/tearing mode 
stability analysis. An analytic model [2] and a numerical code (ORBIT) [3] have been 
developed that allow bom qualitative and quantitative analyses of the data, with emphasis on the 
stabilizing hot-ion contribution. The analytic model is based upon simple parametric studies of 
experimental data, in terms of any energetic-ion distribution-function including velocity-
anisotropy effects. The code ORBIT evaluates the contribution of the high energy ions (the 
distribution of which is simulated by Monte-Carlo techniques) to mode stability using orbit 
averaging of motion through Hamiltonian guiding-center equations. These tools complement 
one another 

- In the analytic model, simplifying hypotheses are made to calculate the energetic-ion 
response: circular cross-section, low mode-frequency, zero orbit-width. Then, shape, finite 
mode-frequency and finite orbit-width effects may be evaluated by means of the code ORBIT. 
The latter may be coupled to comprehensive equilibrium codes, allowing more realistic studies. 

- Given its simplicity, the analytic model is much easier to implement Moreover, it allows a 
clear analytical separation between qualitative effects (velocity anisotropy and radial 
distribution) and quantitative ones (energy content and spatial scales). On the other hand, it 
reduces the number of relevant parameters, which facilitates the identification of the leading 
ones, for a given model distribution-function. Then, the code ORBIT allows a refinement of the 
results. 



2. ANALYSIS OF A TYPICAL TORE SÛPI&Î SHOT WITH THE ANALYTIC MODEL 

Sawtooth stabilization analysis has three contributions: from the layer (associated with 
the vicinity of the resonant surface where the safety factor q equals one), and from the MHD 
energy response SWmhd (related to the MHD domain, outside of the layer), consisting of a part 
due to the thermal particles SW ŜSf, calculated by Bussac et al. [4], and a part due to the 
energetic ions SW Ŝd t which is the focus of this paper. In this section, results obtained with 
on-axis ICRH on Tore Supra are illustrated by the analyses of a typical stabilization experiment 
(Tore Supra shot #8871). 

2.1. Stability diagram for the (m=l,n=l) kink/tearing mode 

First consider the analytic approximate stability criterion deduced from magnetic island 
stability analysis in the presence of diamagnctic effects [5], leading to the stability diagram 
shown on Fig. l.d, in the plane (-5Wmhd,£iPp); with (see [2,5] for notations) ei the inverse 

aspect-ratio of the Mq=l" surface, p\, the local plasma pressure parameter measuring 

diamagnetic effects in the layer, and S V ^ M the normalized MHD domain energy response 

(plasma core and energetic tail particles) to the perturbation. Figure l.d displays an ideal 
(strongly unstable) region, corresponding to negative values of oW,^, while the resistive 
region (positive SW^M) is separated in two domains, indicating that the considered mode is 
increasingly stable for larger values of resistivity and diamagnetism (higher SW^i and j3p 

values). Despite agreement between the various authors [5 and references 30&31 therein], 
concerning the latter qualitative result, the precise position of the hyperbolic frontier between 
the two domains is still in question. Thus, in order to analyse ICRH stabilized sawteeth, we 
adjust die position of the stability boundary from an Ohmic sawtooth preceding the ICRH phase 
(this is rather reliable due to the small amplitude of the evolution of Ohmic sawteeth in the 
stability diagram, with respect to that of a monster sawtooth), see Fig. l.d. 

2.2. Destabilizing plasma core contribution 

The plasma core contribution SW^gf has been calculated by Bussac et al. [4], If we 
assume a parabolic safety factor profile, widi pp the global plasma pressure parameter within 

the "q=l" volume (see [2] for notations), then 5w£gf is a function of the on-axis safety factor 
qO and Pp only. The time evolution of the central electron temperature TCQ, qO and Pp, as well 

as the associated trajectory in the stability diagram due to SwJnjJjf, is shown on Fig. 1 for an 
archetype monster sawtooth (Tore Supra shot #8871). It is clear from Fig. l.d that taking into 
account only the plasma core contribution the saturated phase corresponding to stabilization is 
ideally unstable. Thus, given the position of the stability limit (calculated from the ohmic 
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regime), the energetic tail contribution 8 W ^ must be of the order of 0.11 to account for 

stabilization. 

2.3. Stabilizing energetic tail contribution 

The hot ion population, created by ICRH and responsible for stabilization, is described 
in terms of its distribution function F^ot. The latter includes velocity-anisotropy effects, 
suggested by Hastie et al. [6] as a potential means to improve sawteeth stabilization. The hot-
ion response to the mode is found to be separated in two distinct stabilizing contributions: that 
of trapped particles, driven by a rigid current-loop mechanism, and that of passing particles, 
driven by an interchange mechanism [7]. 

Following notations of [2], the hot-ion energy-response SW^jg is found to be 
controlled by three hot-ion parameters: p^101 (pressure), h (peaking of the radial distribution, 
assumed to be Gaussian) and A (velocity-anisotropy). Vclocity-anisotropy effects have never 
been considered quantitatively in the past Indeed, it is generally considered that the hot ion 
distribution F^ot produced by on-axis ICRH contains mostly trapped particles. The latter are 
weakly sensitive to anisotropy effects, contrary to the passing panicles whose contribution is 
essentially due to a small part of phase space near die trapped-passing boundary (associated 
with barely-passing particles that spend most of their time in die good-cuvature region). 
However, the assumption that die distribution is mostly-trapped has recently been questioned 
by Tore Supra experiments. 

On die basis of dieoretical analyses [8], a description of die energetic-ion distribution-
function F^ot has been obtained, for on-axis ICRH, whose {J001, h and A values may be 
easily deduced from Tore Supra experimental data [1]. Such a distribution, refered to as 
mostly-passing (it typically contains 7% trapped particles, compared to 60% for die mostly-

trapped distribution) accounts for stabilization, following bow die analytic model and die code 
ORBIT. The bot ion response SV/Shd « f o u n d to be of the order of 0.18±0.06, with die error 
bar essentially due to the uncertainty in p*10* (evaluated as 2.25±0.75 10"4). 

3. COMPARISON OF MOSTLY-PASSING AND -TRAPPED DISTRIBUTION 

EFFECTS WITH THE CODE ORBIT 

The code ORBIT has been used to make a comparison between the stabilizing effects of 
these two distributions: mostly-passing (MP) (see [1,2] for details), and mostly-trapped (MT), 
witii a symmetric Gaussian concentration centered with banana tips tangent to die cyclotron 
layer in velocity space (see VI.D in [3]), and its anisotropy parameter A adjusted using data 

from die TRANSP code [9]. 
Stability domains (for MP and MT models) are shown on Fig. 2, in the space (Phot, 

-SWnrtJSP), wiui experimental conditions corresponding to die saturated phase of die monster 



sawtooth analyzed on Fig. 1. Both distribution? are found capable of mode stabilization. The 
stable domain associated with the MT distribution is bounded at high 0 n o t by the onset of 
fishbone oscillations, not produced by the MP distribution. Although the stabilization 
thresholds differ, uncertainties in experimental data do not allow from this a clear determination 
of the form of the distribution function. 

4. STABILIZATION IMPROVEMENT WITH COMBINED ICRH AND LHCD 

A parametric study of Tore Supra stabilized sawteeth, with the analytical model 
(controlled by six parameters: qo. Pp. Pp. P n o t . h and A), reveals that once stabilization is 
achieved with on-axis ICRH, the only varying relevant-parameter of the model is the central 
safety-factor qo. The latter keeps decreasing during the "monster sawtooth" (until the crash). 
Since stabilization is found to be rather marginal and weakened by a decrease in qo, this might 
be a good candidate for the trigger of the final phase of the instability that leads to the crash. 
This idea is supported by the fact that when Lower Hybrid Current Drive is applied, in addition 
to on-axis ICRH, the time-evolution of qo is observed to be nearly frozen, simultaneously with 
a lengthening of the sawtooth-free period [1]. 
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Figure capt ions 

Figure 1: Time evolution of a) Tec b) 0p, c) qo for a typical Tore Supra monster-sawtooth 

(shot #8871), and d) associated trajectory in the stability diagram (-5wJj§Sf, efpj). The 

stability boundary (dashed line) is adjusted from the indicated typical Ohmic evolution. It is 

clear from d) that the entire stabilized phase is in the ideal region, and that a hot-ion contribution 

SW Ĵhd of the order of -0.11 is required to account for stabilization with the considered 

criterion. Note also that qo continuously decreases during the stabilized phase. 

Figure 2: Stability diagram in the plane O1**, -SW^J) , computed with the code ORBIT, 

for the Tore Supra shot #8871. Stability boundaries for the mostly-trapped (MT) and mostly-
passing (MP) distributions are displayed. The stable MT-domain is bounded at high p*101, due 
to fishbone oscillations. Both distributions account for stabilization with the monster-sawtooth 
analyzed on Fig. 1. 
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